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introduction from michael pahnke

Michael Pahnke, Managing Director of 
WEPUKO PAHNKE GmbH

The 80-year corporate anniversary of WEPUKO in 2012 coincides with the 55-year 

anniversary of two significant developments by my father, Hans-Joachim Pahnke. My 

father became involved with the company in the fifties, specifically with oil-hydraulics. 

The development of a powerful oil-hydraulic radial piston pump started in approxi-

mately 1957, and was initially made under license by WEPUKO with the model name 

“RP“. The pump was further developed by WEPUKO and is still in use today under the 

model name “RX“. With its unparalleled output adjusting speed and with a capacity 

of up to 600 kW, there is no pump in the market that compares to it.

The other pioneering development was an open die press with a two-column under 

floor construction. This design, in accordance with a patent from Dreyer, was revolu-

tionary at the time. It was the first open die forging press with two columns and the 

first with the main drive cylinder below ground. Despite this construction being un-

conventional, it was quickly adopted by various competitors domestically and abroad.

This construction principle was improved considerably by my father during the sixties 

and then became the standard for small and medium-sized hydraulic presses in the 

mid-seventies.

He also created very successful designs for large hydraulic closed die forging presses.

Further inventions from Hans-Joachim Pahnke were, in 1970, 

a hydraulically-driven four hammer forging machine – this 

innovation was also adopted about 20 years later by other 

machine builders – and in 1975 the oil-hydraulic “sine drive“ 

for forging presses, which was subsequently renamed 

“PMSD“. This innovation allowed the press movement to be 

controlled directly by servo-controlled pumps without being 

interconnected by valves. This significantly reduces the 

shock loads on the system, providing higher availability and 

very low energy consumption. And still today this design 

principle also has no peers.

In the course of his career, my father wrote more than three 

dozen publications in technical journals, received approxi-

mately 20 patents and contributed to many additional pa-

tents or registered designs of his colleagues. He also worked 

intensively with the technology of open die forging and con-

structed the first fully-programmable forging press, where 

the entire forging process is carried out in accordance to a 

theoretical program. He became one of the leading and 

best-known experts on hydraulic presses in the world.

 

His professional success and scientific developments are 

even more astonishing, considering that he only had a basic 

secondary school level certificate, due to the fact the 15-ye-

ar-old orphan was not able to pay school fees that were re-

quired for a grammar school in those days. After the war, 

through great personal sacrifice, he completed his enginee-

ring study, where he finished this schooling in only two ye-

ars instead of the usual three.

In 1973, Hans-Joachim Pahnke founded his own company for 

hydraulic forging presses and at the age of 70 he took over 

the high-pressure pump manufacturer WEPUKO. He led this 

company out of a 10-year period of stagnation until I was 

provided the leadership opportunity in 1999. Unfortunately 

my father was not able to experience the continued success 

of WEPUKO including the PAHNKE presses. After suffering 

several strokes in 2002, he only had a very limited percep-

tion of the world up to his death in 2010.

At this point I want to say a special “thank you“ to my wife 

Tanja, who with her whole heart took care of my father 

many years. She had the idea for this book.

My father was not just a great engineer, he was also a successful and  

widely-respected businessman, who was just as popular with his  

employees, who he passionately guided in their pursuit of excellence, as  

he was with his business partners. For this reason, he had many friends, 

who brought pleasure to his long and at times demanding life.
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the early professional years

Hans-Joachim Pahnke, 
at the age of 29

Kreuser ring rolling machine from the fifties

hans-Joachim pahnke was 28 years old 

when he started employment at maschi-

nenfabrik saCK gmbh in düsseldorf-rath 

in 1954 with the job that would come to 

define his career.

saCK was known as a supplier of rolling 

machines and other metal forming machi-

nes, such as hydraulically-driven open die 

presses, extruding machines, bending 

presses, closed die forging presses, stretch 

benches, hydraulic shears and manipu- 

lators.

his task was to build a new hydraulics department and to promote special 

hydraulic machines. his responsibilities included all forming machines with 

the exception of the rolling machines. despite the challenges in germany 

during that time frame, he managed – with expertise and commitment – to 

develop a modern division for water hydraulics and increasingly for oil - 

hydraulics too. even with the wide spectrum of machines offered by saCK 

gmbh at the time, it became evident that his preference was for open die 

presses with manipulators and also extrusion presses.

in this development phase, hans-Joachim pahnke’s 

preferences probably relied on market research, but 

later, his passion for this technology and knowledge 

from his previous employments became the driving 

factors: 

prior to saCK, hans-Joachim pahnke was employed at 

sauer & sohn – manufacturers of pumps and hydraulic 

control systems in Kiel. this is where he learned the 

advantages of radial piston pumps and even develo-

ped such a pump with adjustable displacement. there 

is a prototype pump from that time frame in the tech-

nical museum in munich. after leaving sauer & sohn, 

hans-Joachim pahnke developed an improved pump 

construction for which he received a patent. he subse-

quently licensed the manufacturing of his patented 

radial piston pump with displacement controller to 

WepUKo-hydraulik gmbh, who at that time, mainly 

made triple plunger pumps, compressors and valves 

for water-hydraulic drive systems. this business relati-

onship with WepUKo provided him with the opportu-

nity for his work at saCK, where water-hydraulic dri-

ves were mostly used for the presses at the time.

 

his previous experience at Kreuser Wagner in dort-

mund, in the field of hydraulic presses and ring rolling 

machines also likely contributed to hans-Joachim 

pahnke‘s subsequent preference for the construction 

of open die presses.
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the first open die press constructed at saCK gmbh in 1956 under the  

management of hans-Joachim pahnke was a 10 mn two-column under floor 

construction with Z-shaped cross heads and a water-hydraulic drive. 

Both columns had a classic round shape with column end nuts and the  

upper and lower lateral heads were tensioned with tie rods. this concept 

corresponded to a patent of dreyer, who worked for hans-Joachim pahnke 

as an essential engineer in the department. 

the first two-column open die forging  
presses at saCK

10 MN open die forging press,  
Schoeller Bleckmann, Ternitz, Austria

this type of construction was revolutionary, because 

it was considerably different from the standard open 

die press at that time:

Until that time, open die press frames were construc-

ted with a four, round column, above-floor design. 

Column nuts above and below the fixed cylinder cross 

head and the bed plate provided the structural in- 

tegrity. 

hans-Joachim pahnke recognized the design advan-

tage over the conventional press design, with greater 

accessibility, better hydraulic control technology, 

which at the time hadn‘t been overly developed, much 

lower center of gravity and the load on the pull down 

frame was much more stable at high stroke rates. at  

a load of more than 40 to 50 impacts per minute,  

there was a danger of the conventional press frame 

design to sway. the operator then had to stop the 

press and wait for the vibrating frame to stop. for  

these reasons, hans-Joachim pahnke chose an under 

floor construction.

A four-column above-floor press that corresponds  
to the standard at the time: “Hydraulik Duisburg”
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the first two-column press with under floor drive was 

quickly accepted by the industry because of its bene-

fits of improved operation at higher reciprocating 

speeds of up to 70 impacts per minute, and the im-

proved accessibility to the working area was also im-

pressive. 

it therefore did not take long for this type of construc-

tion to also be used by davy in england and loewy in 

the Usa. those were also with round columns. howe-

ver, the round column design turned out to be not the 

best in terms of guiding quality and wear, and the 

frame connection was not as reliable as planned.

hans-Joachim pahnke therefore improved the frame 

construction. at saCK gmbh, a return to the four- 

column construction type was made, but this time 

with a square cross-section of the columns, so that 

adjustable flat guides could be implemented on moun-

ted wear strips. the frame was formed from two 

chain-link shaped cast steel elements – similar to a rol-

ling mill frame. Both frame elements were held to-

gether by tensioning rings, which were shrunk fit onto 

cast-on pegs at the top and bottom. this construction 

resulted in a four-column frame with the stability of a 

single piece frame. the under floor construction was 

retained here, as with the first two-column presses.

Under floor presses around 1960 by  
Walter Sommers (left) and Eumuco (right)

6.3 MN “Mannheim“  
under floor press (1961)
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for the drive, hans-Joachim pahnke changed to oil-

hydraulics using the “rp“ type radial piston pump con-

structed by him and WepUKo and control valves he 

designed and built. the control valves followed the 

principle of a sliding spool valve with two or three po-

sitions. valves of this type were constructed over the 

course of the years up to a nominal diameter of dn 

250 mm for an 80 mn press. electro-hydraulic directio-

nal control valves with adjustable control throttles 

were first used as a pre-control, in order to make the 

switching time of the spool adjustable. the middle po-

sition of a three-way spool valve was achieved with 

three different control pistons, which acted on the 

main spool.

With the arrival of electro-hydraulic servo valves (emg 

type) and displacement sensors connected to the pis-

tons, simpler settings for the positions and the accele-

ration and deceleration time of the spool was made 

possible, which further improved the function of press 

control. furthermore, a main advantage was that hyd-

raulic oil systems were more cost-effective than water 

systems. in addition, the oil drive did not require as 

much space.

the first open die press of this type was supplied to the “mannheim“ forge 

in 1961; it has a pressing force of 6.3 mn and an oil drive with an “rp“ radial 

piston pump made by WepUKo-hydraulik. this press was sold to the “vor-

länder“ company, in siegen in the seventies, where it is still in use.

Competitors generally reacted negatively 

to the hydraulic oil drive system from 

saCK for open die presses. a major sub-

ject of criticism was the alleged risk of 

fire from the oil. Considering the fact 

that water presses at that time lost a 

considerable amount of water in the 

pumping and valve stations, as well as at 

the working cylinders, this was an argu-

ment that needed to be taken seriously. 

the imagination that open die presses 

with oil drive would lose a comparable 

amount of oil was initially difficult to 

counter. however, because all the wor-

king cylinders of the press were under 

the floor and hence below ground level, 

the risk of fire could be minimized by the 

nature of the construction alone.

The introduction of the hydraulic oil drive

Typical three-way  
SACK-type spool valve

Radial piston pump RP, around 1962
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in 1965, a 20 mn version of this construction was supplied to latrobe steel 

and a 27 mn open die press was supplied to Union electric one year later. 

the latrobe press had two rail manipulators of 7 Us-tons each and the Union 

electric press had one rail manipulator with a load capacity of 20 Us-tons. 

the equipment for latrobe steel was the first open die press ever to be 

equipped with two manipulators for integrated work. this was an industry 

first for the open die forging industry, and introduced by hans-Joachim  

pahnke.

this four-square-column dual frame design offered a very stable frame that 

is resistant to bending. and the customer feedback to the replaceable wear 

strips with the adjustable flat guides was excellent. 

despite the robust design of the four-column construc-

tion, there were disadvantages. these were the rela-

tively high production costs and the limited accessibi-

lity in comparison to the two-column construction 

type. for this reason, hans-Joachim pahnke returned 

to the two-column design, but this time connected to 

a robust, chain-link shaped, cast steel, frame.

instead of square columns, the stiffness calculations 

led to a rectangular column cross-section with at least 

the same, but generally higher resistance to bending 

and flexing than that of the four, round column, frame 

presses constructed by competitors such as hydraulik 

duisburg or schloemann (düsseldorf). 

Wyman-gordon in grafton, Usa, received the first 

press of this new construction type in 1969. it was an 

18 mn open die press (corresponding to 2000 Us-

tons) with a cast steel frame made of one piece, here 

too with hydraulic oil drive and a rail manipulator with 

a load capacity of 7 Us-tons.

20 MN press for Latrobe Steel  
(1966 to 1995). Has been in use in 
Aceralava (Tubacex) in Spain since 
1997 – modernised and converted 
from valve control to PMSD system 
with 10 RX 250 pumps

SACK open die press with two-column construction

The two-column open die press for Wyman-Gordon

One-piece cast steel frame  
(with test piece under eccentric load and tension lines)
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in all the frame concepts discussed above, hans-Joachim pahnke had the con-

viction that the working piston should not be rigidly integrated with the 

frame guiding, as was common with the competitors. therefore the press 

frame was made with sufficient guiding length and a pendulum type connec-

tion was used between the main piston and the movable frame. all saCK and 

subsequent pahnKe presses thus reached a considerably higher lifespan for 

the cylinder packing and the piston guide bushings. typically, the service life 

of the seals was up to ten years with this design and corresponding figures 

from competitors were much lower.

it was not long, before this new press design was copied by other firms, in-

cluding foreign press manufactures. the english company davY was the first 

to successfully implement the saCK two-column design.

sms (schloemann, düsseldorf) and demag- hydraulik (duisburg) subse-

quently developed two-column frame designs; with questionable success, 

because the working piston mostly remained integrated in the frame guiding 

system and round columns continued to be used. 

at the time, it was not easy for saCK gmbh to position itself against the 

mostly cheaper frame designs from the competition. however, under hans-

Joachim pahnke, it was nevertheless possible to achieve sales success due to 

his talent for presenting his design in a convincing manner and successfully 

completing contracts exceeding customer expectations.

Working cylinder with power transfer 
via a dual-supported pendulum 

18 MN underfloor press from DAVY

14 MN underfloor press  
from Schloemann

Schloemann forging plant with integrated control
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during this period, a 14000 Us-tons beam type bending press for heavy hot 

sheet metal was supplied to Combustion engineering (Chattanooga, Usa). 

the construction of this press was similar to that of the Wyman-gordon 

frame design, where two similar two-column cast steel frames were located 

at each end of a movable suspended load beam. again utilizing the under 

floor design. the two press frames were guided in an extremely large base 

plate, again with adjustable flat guides on replaceable wear strips.

The 120 MN bending press from SACK:  
The design on the left and in use on the right

The two-column bending press  
for Combustion Engineering

120 MN bending press drive: 
through two central control cylinders 
freely-adjustable radial piston pumps

the drive of this bending press was comprised of two 

groups of six “rp“ radial piston pumps, each assigned 

to one of the two working cylinders. each group of six 

pumps was mechanically connected at the controller 

with a servo adjustment cylinder. the servo cylinder, 

equipped with a travel sensor, worked in a closed loop 

control circuit. this central adjustment was state of 

the art at that time and provided the guarantee that 

all six pumps would have synchronized displacement 

adjustment. the two controllable drive groups made it 

possible to move the load beam of the press in parallel 

or with an offset. this allowed the bending beam to 

perform any desired pre-selected bending process. 

this bending press has been working in france since 

1999 after the initial user ended the production pro-

cess for this press.
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PAHNKE Engineering for  
Creusot-Loire (1976):  
110 MN press with several tie rods 
per column (= pre-tensioned frame)

The open die press for Japan  
Casting & Forging

100 MN press for Japan Casting & Forging (1972):  
clamped columns screwed to the cross head

in 1971, a 80/100 mn push down press was put into 

operation at Japan Casting & forging (JCf) in tobata, 

Japan with a 250 metric tonne rail manipulator and a 

press drive consisting of twelve rp 500 pumps.

the construction of this press featured a multi-part 

cast steel frame with a two-column construction and 

three main cylinders. all smaller presses mentioned 

previously only used one main cylinder, with the ex-

ception of the 27 mn Union electric press, which was 

a three-cylinder pull down press. With the JfC press, 

an upset pressure of 450 bar was also achieved at  

a working pressure of 315 bar. the 450 bar was crea-

ted by four of twelve rp 500, which featured smaller 

pistons.

a few years later, the 110 mn open die press, the lar-

gest open die press in two-column design for a long 

time, was put into operation at Creusot-loire.
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at the end of the sixties hans-Joachim pahnke was convinced that he could 

construct a four hammer forging machine. such four hammer forging machi-

ne would have benefits for the working process, and would be able to be 

built more cost-effectively than the pure mechanical version from gfm in 

Kapfenberg, austria.

saCK partnered with edelstahl Witten (edel-Witten) for the production of a 

four hammer forging machine prototype (r 250). with a pressing force of 2.5 

mn per hammer and equipped with two manipulators to forge round, square 

and flat bar material. hans-Joachim pahnke named this construction type 

“radial forging machine“ with hydraulic drive. the development process for 

this prototype at edel-Witten took a few years. once the necessary safety for 

the concept of this machine had been worked out, a purchaser for an 8 mn 

forging machine (r 800) was found, ti-West, a company in texas. however, 

the american company went bankrupt and cancelled the order shortly befo-

re delivery of the machine, which had al-

ready been made. nevertheless saCK 

found the russian company vsmpo as a 

new purchaser for the machine, where it 

is still successfully in use today.

Programmable 18 MN forging 
press at Sandvik, Sweden

The four hammer forging machine for VSMPO

SACK R 800 radial forging machine at VSMPO, Russia

Until the hydraulic machines business division was sold at the end of 1973, 

saCK gmbh still supplied the following presses of the “Wyman-gordon“ 

construction type: 

■  18 mn for sandviken steel with 2 manipulators of 6.3 t each  

(the first programmable, fully-automatic working open die press)

■  20 mn for Uematsu, Japan, together with licensee mitsubishi  

nagasaki (mnm)

■  36 mn for pacific metals with a 20 Us-tons manipulator, again together 

with mnm

■  20 mn for techno Cogne, aosta, italy (was taken on by the purchaser, 

demag-hydraulik, duisburg, as an existing saCK order). however this 

press received, instead of two saCK manipulators, manipulators from 

glama (each with 12 tons of load capacity)
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  When saCK gmbh sold the press manufacturing divi-

sion to demag-hydraulik in duisburg in 1973, hans-

Joachim pahnke decided to work for himself. With 

partners fritz thumm (metzingen), owner of WepU-

Ko-hydraulik, and eric Koik (Usa), he founded pahn-

Ke engineering gmbh in düsseldorf in october of the 

same year. at the same time, the previous licensees 

mesta (Usa) and mnm (mitsubishi nagasaki machi-

nery, Japan) cancelled their agreement with saCK and 

immediately entered into new licensing agreements 

with pahnKe engineering.

  hans-Joachim pahnke initially intended for his new com-

pany to limit its business to project planning and con-

sulting. the company‘s office was located in his private 

house. Christa stränger was the first employee of the 

company, and Walter Westermeyer was the next em-

ployee, joining the small team in January 1974.

pahnKe engineering initially generated revenue from project planning for 

forging plants. the orders included a forging machine for special metals in 

dunkirk (Usa) in 1974, a 50 mn open die forge for Björneborg in sweden, 

and finally, a 10 mn pre-forging device with rotating heating furnace arran-

ged upstream of an existing billet mill, for villares in Brazil.

The open die forging press  
for MEFOS

at the end of 1974, hans-Joachim pahnke received an 

order from mefos in luleå (sweden), for a 5 mn open 

die press with manipulator, which was a forge to be 

used in a research facility of the company. sandviken 

steel was also involved in this project as a planner; 

pahnKe already had a good working relationship with 

them due to the supply of a saCK 18 mn forging ins-

tallation the year before. pahnKe engineering was 

thus requested to carry out not just the project plan-

ning, but also the complete construction of the facility 

for mefos.

here, hans-Joachim pahnke brought an old idea back 

into play, namely controlling the direction of move-

ment and speed of a forging press with a pump that 

regulates the flow, without the use of control valves. 

the change in the output and in the direction of  

the flow of the drive pump should be used for this 

function. the advantages of this design were, in his 

opinion:

■  the infinitely variable working speed for the press 

movement,

■  the shock-free decompression via the pump by 

reversing the flow direction,

 

■  a maximum press force limit by regulating the 

flow if maximum working pressure is reached; as  

a result of this, the safety valves are not activated 

and energy losses are avoided,

■  the energy recuperation during the decompression 

process, because the pump is driven as a motor by 

the working pressure in this phase,

■  lower consumption of energy overall,

■  lower manufacturing costs.

in other words, this construction did not have any 

valves that affected the change in the direction of the 

press movement. this function should, in addition to 

regulating the working speed and working pressure, 

also be performed by the WepUKo rp pump. this was 

achieved by the pump pressing the oil flow first into 

the press cylinder and then, after reversing, sucking 

the oil out of the working cylinder. the return force 

was provided by an accumulator system that exerted 

a constant force on the return cylinder. the working 

cylinder and a return cylinder were both located in the 

centre axle of the frame.

the start of pahnKe engineering gmbh

PAHNKE Engineering founders 
(Eric Koik on the left, Fritz Thumm on the right)
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pahnKe engineering gave this drive the name ”modified sine drive“. the 

reason for this was the fact that a crank drive at a given stroke amplitude 

provides a pure sine movement with a fixed amplitude, whereas this hydrau-

lic drive could provide a sine movement with variable amplitude. however the 

order from mefos came with the condition that the press drive be switched 

to a valve system if the prototype ”sine drive“ would not work.

it was necessary to increase the workforce at pahnKe engineering to be able 

to implement this 5 mn open die press in full. so in 1975, hans schubert, 

erhard paller and Willi Busse joined the team, with hans Kubiak and erhard 

thimm joining somewhat later.

a year later, in 1976, “mefos“ in luleå went into operation – and the new 

“modified sine drive“ principle was a complete success. numerous measure-

ments and evaluations during forging gave excellent results such as

■  extremely short commissioning time (because there are less valves)

■  an impact-free movement, even at stoke rates of 100 per minute

■  the best forging dimension precision in the range of ± 0.5 mm

■  low consumption of energy due to recuperation of the compression  

energy in the oil.

interest in a 10 mn press was expressed by the Brazilian company aços villa-

res in são paulo, but this was ultimately not ordered. instead, pahnKe engi-

neering was to optimise the water control of the existing 20 mn open die 

press. as an additional service, modifications to improve the frame of this 

four-round-column push down press, with three press cylinders, were reques-

ted. the water drive for this press received a separate decompression valve 

with oil-hydraulic servo control, in order to allow the press to work more 

softly. these valves were constructed by pahnKe engineering in house. a 

modern electronic control unit was also supplied for this press.

  in 1975, the company Creusot-loire, france (now 

Creusot forge, part of the areva group) placed 

an order for the construction of a 90/110 mn 

push down open die press with water-hydraulic 

valve control to connect to the existing pressure 

accumulator station. this press order also inclu-

ded modern electronic controls. 

  the new press was added to a 60 mn press and 

took on the task of forging large rings up to se-

ven metres in diameter. a forge crane and balan-

cing bars were used for manipulation. this equip-

ment was manufactured in the Creusot group 

and was put into operation in 1977. the press is 

still in use today, it had its first general overhaul 

in 2010 only, 33 years after it was put into ope-

ration.

.

5 MN pull down open die forging press for MEFOS 
(first PAHNKE press and first Pahnke Modified 
Sinusoidal Direct Drive)

The open die presses for Villares and Creusot-Loire

90/110 MN push down open die press for Creusot Forge (1976)
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the design proposed to asp by hans-Joachim pahnke 

was a replacement of the existing water technology in 

favour of the “modified sinusoidal drive“ principle, 

which had now become established. Quickly persua-

ded by the benefits, asp placed an order; and erhard 

paller was entrusted to implement this. in the same 

period, an order was received from the french compa-

ny Combeplaine, to supply a sine drive for two forging 

presses. this project was also managed by erhard  

paller (together with hans schubert).

Considering the dynamics and the requirements of the 

international market, hans-Joachim pahnke and his 

two partners were already in agreement since quite 

some time that pahnKe engineering should be ac-

tively present especially in the Usa with a company. 

this decision had led to the founding of the company 

pressure systems inc. (psi) in springfield, ohio in 1974.

15 MN MIDHANI plant (1980)

after a successful start of his still -young company, 

hans-Joachim pahnke dared to take on his first project 

in asia in the same year. he concluded a contract with 

the indian government in 1977 for the construction of 

a 15 mn open die press, beating the offers from nu-

merous competitors. the equipment also had two ma-

nipulators with a load capacity of 6 and 8 Us-tons, a 

bogie car, a lifting rotary table, and a 3-ton freely mo-

vable batch loading machine. as a drive for the press, 

a “large“ sine drive with six WepUKo rp 250 pumps 

was used for the first time (only two rp 250 pumps 

were used for the mefos press). 

it was however necessary to increase the workforce 

again to be able to implement the “midhani“ const-

ruction press optimally. initially contracted as an engi-

neer, fritz ecken could be obtained as a full-time em-

ployee. the manufacture of the complete mechanical 

equipment was taken on as a package – as with the 

mefos equipment earlier – by Wilhelmsburger ma-

schinenfabrik in geesthacht. erhard thimm and Josef 

affelder were entrusted with the assembly of the 

equipment at the customer on site, the latter being an 

employee on loan from dillinger stahlbau, who was 

also subsequently employed by pahnKe engineering.

the midhani 15 mn open die press was successfully 

put into operation in 1980, however it was only after 

a period of several months that errors in the design of 

the sine drive could be rectified under the manage-

ment of michael pahnke, the son of hans-Joachim 

pahnke. michael pahnke, an engineer with a master’s 

degree, joined the american subsidiary of pahnKe en-

gineering, pressure systems inc. in 1977 and had engi-

neered and put into operation a 6.3 mn press with a 

strong “sine drive” with 4 rX 250 pumps at the same 

time. 

the success of the midhani open die press impressed 

alloy steel plant (asp) in durgapur, also in india. the-

re, a 20 mn water driven open die press that had been 

made in Japan was in use. the high amount of mainte-

nance on this machine, in conjunction with a high re-

quirement for replacement material for the water drive 

and control, suffered from the time-intensive process 

of obtaining material. as a result, the equipment in 

durgapur was down over 70 percent of the time.

The open die press for MIDHANI
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Dipl.- Ing. Michael Pahnke, Managing  
Director of WEPUKO PAHNKE GmbH

after successfully finishing his studies in mechanical engineering, michael 

pahnke, the son of hans-Joachim pahnke, started his professional career  

in may 1977 at pressure systems inc., the american subsidiary of pahnKe 

engineering gmbh. he was mainly responsible for WepUKo pumps there. 

after successfully engineering and implementing the first sine drive (pmsd) 

for an open die press in a commercial production system his next major  

project he was in charge of, was in india, where, over the course of several 

weeks, he implemented the necessary corrective measures for the sine drive 

of the midhani open die press. at the end of 1981, he returned from the 

Usa to germany, to perform various special tasks as a management assistant 

at pahnKe engineering. 

in 1984, michael pahnke was appointed Chief engineer and in 1990 he be-

came the managing director of pahnKe engineering gmbh – the latter in 

addition to hans-Joachim pahnke, who retained his position as managing 

director, but took on the management of the technical office in the daily 

business. the strategic and operating business activities of the company were 

from now on managed by michael pahnke.

after pahnKe engineering took over WepUKo-hydraulik gmbh in 1996,  

michael pahnke led one year later the merger of the pahnKe press business 

with siempelkamp pressen systeme. at the same time, the consolidation of 

WepUKo under the management of hans-Joachim and michael pahnke was 

consistently pursued.

at the start of 1999, michael pahnke returned to WepUKo-hydraulik. a year 

later, he took over the sole management of the company from his father and 

has managed the continuously expanding company successfully up to now.

.
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pressure systems inc. (psi) was hans-Joachim pahnke‘s first company in the 

Usa. its president, guido (guy) maddalena was lured away from the compe-

titor towler hydraulics (leeds, england). guy maddalena had a management 

position at the american subsidiary of towler’s called Kelsey hayes in spring-

field (ohio). for this reason, maddalena recruited his new employees prima-

rily from his previous team of colleagues at Kelsey hayes and towler

pahnKe engineering, a successful manufacturer 
of presses, and its subsidiary in the Usa

the establishment of his company in the Usa provided 

an enormous advantage for hans-Joachim pahnke. for 

american customers, the whole process from accept-

ing the order through to manufacture and assembly, 

could all take place on american soil. this was the 

case for the first time with an order placed by Wyman-

gordon.

for this project, mesta (as a pahnKe engineering  

licensee) was to supply a manipulator of the same  

construction type as the existing saCK manipulator 

for a 2000 Us-tons press, combined with a conversion  

of the press hydraulics and equipped with a new elec-

tronic control unit including programme controls (pro-

grammable forging). 

for this work, psi took care of the supply of manipula-

tor hydraulics to mesta, which manufactured the ma-

chine completely, tested it and supplied it to Wyman-

gordon. the electronic control unit was supplied by 

the Us company nord instruments (roanoke, va). 

Based on the experiences of automatic forging with 

two integrated manipulators at sandviken in sweden, 

an attempt was to be made at Wyman-gordon, to 

control the forging process there, which was some-

what more difficult due to the greater amount of 

more complicated shapes. the execution of the “pro-

grammed forging“, using pass schedules that were 

pre-calculated and created using a copying process, 

was only partially successful.

One of Michael Pahnke‘s projects at PSI (1979): PMSD drive, two manipulators and new control 
for a 7 MN press at Press Forge Co.
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psi cooperated well with pahnKe engineering in  

germany, but had the best success with its own pro-

jects – mostly drives for modernising existing press 

equipment. 

the increasing amount of orders required certain re-

structuring at pahnKe engineering in germany, for 

example, Walter Westermeyer was assigned the tasks 

of project planning and sales, as well as purchasing of 

the core equipment. hans schubert assumed the posi-

tion of head engineer and ultimately managed the 

work of around 10 employees. 

not satisfied with the quality of modern industrial 

electronic controls from third-party suppliers, hans-

Joachim pahnke decide to create his own electronics 

department in 1977. heinz steinröder was enrolled as 

a manager; he had previously worked in the aeg de-

velopment department in Konstanz. the presses for 

midhani and asp were previously equipped with 

purchased electronic control units (nord instruments), 

but hans-Joachim pahnke became autonomous thanks 

to the microprocessor control units developed by 

heinz steinröder and his team. it was only from 1993, 

when plCs became the new standard for industrial 

controls, making the in-house microprocessors super-

fluous, that hans-Joachim pahnke again purchased 

control units from third parties, but the required soft-

ware continued to be developed in-house.

at the end of the seventies, hans-Joachim pahnke 

took, together with mesta, the order for a 300 mn 

closed die forging press for Weber metals in los an-

geles, a subsidiary of the metalwerke fuchs in mei-

nerzhagen.

this press, equipped with a working table of 2.5 x 5 

metres, was to cover an eccentric load of 300 mn in a 

circle of 1000 mm and in doing so, not have a decli-

ning gradient of the upper moving tool plate in relati-

on to the lower fixed working table of more than 0.5 

mm per metre, or – calculated on the basis of the 

length - no more than 2.5 mm for a 5 m distance. the 

reason for this requirement was the fact that both  

Weber metals and fuchs forged large components for 

the aviation industry. they required parts that were as 

close to the final dimensions as possible, which was to 

be achieved by the new press for the first time.

to meet these requirements, a hydraulic balancing sys-

tem was developed at psi by michael pahnke, which 

could provide as much counter torque as 300 mn of 

pressing force generated at an eccentricity of 500 

mm. the frame of the press was developed as a pull 

down construction, so that it could fit into an existing 

hall. four right-angled columns were connected to the 

upper and lower cross head using numerous anchors. 

this movable frame was guided in a massive footplate, 

containing the only working cylinder (piston diameter 

2500 mm). a pressure intensifier was integrated into 

the working cylinder, which raised the pressing force 

from 175 mn to 300 mn. the maximum operating 

pressure of the intensifier on the working side was 

620 bar or 9000 psi.

Balancing was assigned to eight cylinders with 17 mn 

of force each, which were sensibly located two each at 

each column. two each of the 17 mn balancing cylin-

ders were connected hydraulically, with which the re-

quired counter torque could be created depending on 

the location of the point of force in the die. the para-

meters required for this were deduced from the incli-

nation of the movable frame as well as from the res-

pective column tension and the correction was 

achieved by using a calculation program (algorithm) 

and optimised through empirical testing. 

the drive for the main piston was comprised of twelve 

main pumps, of which six pumps provided a servo-

controllable flow rate and the other six were fixed 

pumps. the main drive could not be used for balan-

cing, because they needed to be used for the working 

process, and crossing into the balancing function was 

not permitted. a separate high-pressure drive with ac-

cumulator was therefore installed. the self-developed 

servo-valves were fed from this system (600 bar), 

which provided the pressure control for the pair of ba-

lancing cylinders.

Typical PAHNKE control panel 
for an open die press with two 

integrated manipulators

The closed die forging press for Weber Metals
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With the direct pump drive of the twelve main pumps, 

the closed die forging press achieved the desired pres-

sing speed for the forging of aluminum alloys. Because 

titanium material was also forged at Weber, a press 

speed of approximately 80 mm/s also had to be achie-

ved here, however limited for a stroke of 100 mm. to 

meet this requirement, the hydraulic drive station was 

equipped with an oil accumulator station with suffici-

ent oil volume. the energy stored there and provided 

by the main pumps was routed through servo valves 

into the main cylinder and discharged again.

mesta built the press in accordance with the const-

ruction drawings of hans-Joachim pahnke; the hydrau-

lic drives were manufactured by psi in accordance with 

their own drafts and those of pahnKe. put into opera-

tion in 1982, the 300 mn closed die forging press for 

Weber metals turned out to be a great success for 

everybody involved. as a result of this positive experi-

ence, hans-Joachim pahnke received more orders, one 

for a 110 mn push down closed die forging press 

(1989) and others for new electronic control units on 

all seven forging presses (2002 to 2007).

The isothermal forging press

the comprehensive experiences in high-quality press 

construction and related drive technology that was 

gained allowed hans-Joachim pahnke to take an order 

for an isothermal forging press in 1986. an isothermal 

press forges superalloys to near end shape with hea-

ted dies – with the speeds required for the superplas-

tic forming process. 

this means that the press speed must first be freely 

adjustable from 25 mm/s down to 2 mm/min and then 

controllable in this low range. the dies were inducti-

vely heated inside the press to a temperature of 900° C.

Because this press was also to carry out open die for-

ging at 6 mn, a working piston with four times as 

much speed with the same drive had to be available. 

to this end, a new working cylinder design was deve-

loped, so that the force of 20 mn or 6 mn is always 

transmitted in the same axis. the result was the first 

use of a cylinder with dual pistons (2 in 1). many years 

later, namely 2008, this design was also used for the 

construction of open die presses with large forces: 60 

mn (for tong di) and 43 mn (for villares metals).

this concept of a main cylinder of 2 in 1 working pis-

tons has clear cost benefits, because it allows the 

press frames to be constructed more cost-effectively. 

as a result of the power always being transmitted in 

the centre of the movable cross head (or moving 

beam) there are no bending loads in the cross-beam, 

as there are with a three-cylinder design. a 60 mn 

press of this design that was subsequently made also 

showed that this concept should only be used for a 

pressing force of up to 50 to 60 mn, because the ne-

cessary cylinder design can only be manufactured by 

a few firms in the world.

.

Closed die forging presses for Weber Metals:  
300 MN / 350 MN (left) and 110 MN (middle and right)

20 MN isothermal press with power levels of  
15 and 6 MN with in-built ISO tools (1986)
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for all presses with the desired power levels, the 2-in-1 design is an unbeata-

ble advantage, because the pistons that are not yet in use are in an idle po-

sition and thus do not need to be supplied with filling oil. these circumstan-

ces contribute to presses that are built to this design operating quietly, even 

at very high stroke rates.

in the second half of the eighties, the outlook for investing in the open die 

press sector in germany was good. there were a total of eight projects in 

germany, of which six were taken on by pahnKe engineering:

■  10 mn open die press with manipulator for metallwerke aue (ddr)

■  12 mn open die press with manipulator for stahlwerke plate

■  6 mn piercing press with robot for Benteler Werke

■  55 mn open die press for Buderus Werke

■  16 tons rail-bound manipulator for stahlwerke gröditz

■  20 mn open die press with manipulator for schmidt & Clemenz

Business conditions were good in China in the nineties, which resulted in a 

number of new orders. the projects involved commissioning new equipment 

in new facilities, as well as refurbishment and modernization projects in exis-

ting facilities. these projects occurred between 1989 and 1995:

■  Used 10 mn forging press with manipulator (from metallwerke aue 

from the former east germany)

■  12 mn 4-high roller mill facility with roller conveyor, cutters, coil box  

and high-level storage (from metallwerke aue from the former east 

germany)

■  20 mn forging press: conversion from water system to pmsd system

■  30 mn pahnKe press with two manipulators  

(new facility for Qsp, Qiqihar)

■  30 mn pahnKe press with one manipulator  

(new facility for simmaCo, Bao tou)

30 MN forging press, Simmaco, Bao 
Tou (same construction as QSP)
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the takeover of WepUKo-hydraulik  
and the merger with siempelkamp

as a result of the significant changes to the nature of the market at the end 

of the nineties and the collapse of the eastern bloc market, there was an 

oversupply of open die presses. many of these facilities were primarily 

purchased for strategic reasons and were often not even installed, let alone 

put into operation. a consequence of this was that a relatively large second-

hand market arose, which largely covered the demand for open die presses, 

so that a regression of the core business of open die presses could be seen 

for the next few years. for pahnKe engineering gmbh, it was a question of 

survival as a relatively small company with expectedly noticeably more dif-

ficult competition with large, financially-strong competitors.

it was evident that other companies were also having similar thoughts at this 

time. so in 1995 a merger offer was made by siempelkamp pressen systeme 

(sps) from Krefeld to pahnKe engineering. Before this, there had been a 

joint project to supply a forging line for railway wheels to india (dsp), where 

pahnke was a consortium partner for the supply of hydraulic drive systems 

and electronic control units.

the negotiations with sps coincided with the offer  

to take over WepUKo-hydraulik gmbh in metzingen  

a short time later. as a result of the years of friend-

ship with fritz thumm, who has now passed away,  

his daughter Barbara, the owner of WepUKo at the 

time accepted this offer from hans-Joachim and  

michael pahnke in 1996. furthermore, the takeover of 

WepUKo would prevent the WepUKo pumps needed 

for the press drives being bought up by another com-

petitor.

in 1997, the pahnKe press construction was ultimate-

ly taken over by siempelkamp pressen systeme (sps). 

Whilst it became evident in a relatively short period  

of time that there was not adequate integration of  

pahnKe engineering into sps, hans-Joachim and  

michael pahnke worked consistently and successfully 

at the consolidation of their new company, WepUKo-

hydraulik.

siempelkamp pressen systeme was interested in 

strengthening their market position in the Usa. at the 

same time as the takeover of pahnKe engineering by 

sps in germany, sps acquired a 50 % stake in the 

american pahnke company in the Usa in 1997. the 

company siempelkamp pahnke engineering (spe) was 

created in the process. however it became evident 

that machine manufacturing implemented by spe on 

american soil did not generate any notable sales volu-

mes. the revenue situation was better in the service 

area, but the buildings and facilities that were expan-

ded for the manufacture of hydraulic drives were not 

viable. as a consequence of this, michael pahnke and 

the other shareholders bought back the sps stake in 

2002 and continued to manage the company indepen-

dently as WepUKo pahnKe engineering lp (Wpe) 

from then on.

after a few years of the merger, it was also evident 

within the german division that siempelkamp used 

neither the pahnke expertise nor the rights to the 

name for itself, so michael pahnke had the rights to 

the company name pahnKe completely transferred 

back to him after five years.

WEPUKO-Hydraulik GmbH
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WepUKo-hydraulik under the  
management of michael pahnke

after seeing through the merger of pahnKe engineering and siempelkamp 

pressen systeme, michael pahnke returned to WepUKo-hydraulik in 1999, 

where he took on the sole management of the company from his father one 

year later. Unfortunately hans-Joachim pahnke suffered serious strokes in 

2002 and 2003, the effects of which meant he was in need of permanent 

care afterwards. in february 2010, he died at the age of 84.

While WepUKo in the following years was focusing mainly on hydraulics and 

pumps, as well as reconditioning and modernisation of existing press equip-

ment, an increase in demand for new open die presses became evident from 

about 2002/03. Both WepUKo pahnKe engineering in the Usa and the pro-

duction of pahnKe presses at WepUKo-hydraulik in germany, which had 

started again, benefitted from this positive development.

WPE open die presses for Villares Metals

at Wpe, three large presses were built in a relatively short time, a 30 mn 

open die press for Weber metals, a 55 mn push down open die press for 

Union electric in pittsburgh and a 50 mn open die press for villares metals 

in são paulo. parallel to that WepUKo-hydraulik in germany built the same 

30 mn press as the one in the Usa for fuchs in meinerzhagen, the parent 

company of Weber metals. 

the relationship between Wpe and villares was primarily developed during 

the years from 2001 to 2008. Before the order for the new 50 mn open die 

press, the Brazilian company invested in the modernisation of its forge shop, 

initially with a 30 mn open die press facility, which needed new foundations 

and manipulators and a new hydraulic drive station with electronic control. 

the same process was repeated in 2004 for a 20 mn open die press.

Weber open die press (same construction as 
the press for Fuchs) with PMSD drive (2009)
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villares metals tfp 43 (new facility)

■  2-in-1 main cylinder design

■  pressing force levels: 20 and 43 mn 

■  Upset force: 50 mn (420 bar)

■  drive: 12 x rX 360 pmsd

villares metals 30 mn (modernisation)

■  3 cylinders

■  pressing force levels: 18

(2 cylinders) and 27 mn (3 cylinders)

■  Upset force: 30 mn

■  drive: 8 x rf 650 – valve control

in the years after hans-Joachim pahnke, WepUKo-hy-

draulik gmbh also managed to expand in the field of 

open die presses. the development was primarily due 

to major orders from China. the Chinese government 

responded to the sometimes extreme levels of polluti-

on in the industrial and high population areas by ma-

king significant investments in the modernisation of 

existing industrial equipment. WepUKo-hydraulik has 

received several orders from Chinese customers since 

2006: 

■  a 60/70 mn push down open die press for tong di

close to shanghai with an innovative 2-in-1 cylinder

design, where a small piston is located concentri-

cally in the main piston.

■  for CitiC heavy machine Corporation (hmC) in lu-

oyang a year later, a 165/185 mn push down open

die press with a proven 2-column frame design and

equipped with the pahnke modified sinusoidal di-

rect drive, which was a milestone in the company‘s

history - the strongest open die press up to now.

■  in the same year, a drive station for a 360 mn ext-

rusion press equipped with 42 large rX 500 oil-hy-

draulic pumps and a 150 mn pre-shaping press for

norheinco in Baotou in inner mongolia, which is

probably also a record-breaker with its 30 mW of

installed power.

■  the last major order from China up to now was a

100 mn pull down open die press for Bao ti, a com-

pany that specialises in supplying titanium alloys for

the aviation and space industries, which are current-

ly assembled on site after delivery.

WEPUKO-Hydraulik open die presses for China
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other small orders from different customers in asia 

are for modernisation or reconditioning of existing for-

ges and the installation of electronic control units and 

drives.

it is evident precisely from the successful development 

of recent years that the core competence in the busi-

ness area of open die forging presses of pahnKe engi-

neering has again been fully absorbed by WepUKo-

hydraulik. Consequently the name of the company in 

germany was changed from WepUKo-hydraulik gmbh 

to WepUKo pahnKe gmbh at the end of 2011.  

WepUKo pahnKe currently has a presence in over  

74 countries in the world on all five continents and is 

active wherever innovative solutions and high-quality 

products in the field of piston pumps, hydraulic drives 

or open die forging presses are in demand.

Both in north and south america, as well as China and 

india, the WepUKo pahnKe corporate group has been 

able to build on the good reputation of hans-Joachim 

pahnke and continue the press business  in addition to 

WepUKo pahnKe engineering in the Usa, a second 

sister company, WepUKo pahnKe systems, is being 

founded by michael pahnke in shenyang, China.

this is how we are continuing the heritage of  

hans-Joachim pahnke successfully and with pride. Extrusion line with 360 and 150 MN presses, operated with a 42-pump PMSD drive (RX 500) for Norheinco, 2009

185 MN forging press with a 7500 kNm 
manipulator (DDS) for CITIC, 2011

20-pump PMSD drive to the 185 MN press (RX 500)
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A speciality of  
WEPUKO PAHNKE GmbH – the PMSD drive

pmsd stands for pahnke modified sinusoidal direct drive. this is a specialty 

in the field of press drives, developed by pahnKe engineering in accordance 

with plans from hans-Joachim pahnke. this drive does not need any valves 

for the control of the press movement, but works with WepUKo‘s quickly-

controllable rX-series high-pressure pumps to be able to determine the force, 

the speed, and the direction of movement of the press. this drive system is 

characterised by a particularly smooth operation (free of shocks) and thus 

extreme reliability, not least because the pumps in this equipment last for at 

least 30,000, sometimes much more than 50,000 hours of operation without 

needing repair.

another elementary advantage is the fact that this drive system needs consi-

derably less energy than any comparable drive. the energy saving can  

be between 20 % and 30 %, depending on the design, in comparison to 

other oil-hydraulic drives and up to more than 60 % in comparison to water-

hydraulic drives.

all of the new presses mentioned above with hydraulic drives have a drive in 

accordance with the pmsd principle.
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